
Paris: the capital of 
France



Philippe-Auguste (1180-1223): the transformation of 
France from a small feudal state to the most prosperous 

and powerful country in Europe

Paris: France’s capital – The caput (head) of the kingdom

A vision for Paris



12th century France: a society structured around relationships derived from the holding of 
land in exchange for service



The strengthening of royal power: the need for a capital (permanent seat of government)



Paris in 1180: 25 000 inhabitants
The right bank: the economic heart of Paris



Medieval Paris: an 
unhealthy environment

Lack of hygiene
The narrow streets: open 

sewage

=

Epidemics



Philippe-
Auguste’s first 

priority: The Holy 
Innocents 
cemetery



An open mass grave: the building of a fence







Paris: an unsafe city (crime and violence)
10 murders every night on average





The development of the right bank under the 
shadow of the fortress of the Grand Châtelet

The seat of Paris’ police & a morgue





Place de Grève (shoreline): the heart of popular Paris
Public rejoicing & gatherings, executions







The Halles of Paris: an covered market

Commerce regulated

The rise of the « corporations » (from the Latin 
corpus – body): an aggregation of business 

interests into a single legal body

The powerful corporation of the butchers



Revolt in 1413 against 
the king’s authority led 

by a butcher





Kingdom’s finances re-
organized (1190)

Taxes to be paid 3 
times per year

The royal treasury 
transferred to the 

Temple of Paris

Paris: France’s financial 
& administrative centre



A wall to protect the two banks – The fortress of the Louvres in the West End (facing Normandy & England)

The Louvre’s purpose: to defend Paris against attacks 
from the West





A 5km wall around Paris





Paris’ prestige enhanced: the most important city in Western Europe 



Paris: a densely populated city



1163: the construction of Notre-Dame Cathedral
The largest religious building in Paris

200 years to complete





The military order of the Templars (born in Jerusalem in the 1120s following the 1st Crusade)
A total autonomy – A wealthy order acting as a bank – Royal Treasury safe among the Templars



The Order of the Templars: a state within the state at the heart of Paris





Louis IX: a mystical king

To transform Paris (200 000 inhabitants) into the 
capital of Christendom

The kingdom of France: a powerful state

The power of the Capetian kings associated with three places:

1. Paris (where the king lives)
2. Reims (where the king is crowned)
3. Saint-Denis (the royal necropolis)



Paris becomes a municipality under Louis IX (1226-
1270)

A Provost of Merchants (Mayor)



The Saint-Denis Basilica



Recumbent statues added to the tombs of previous 16 kings & queens: to show the unity of the French 
kings (one and only dynasty) 



Paris: an intellectual capital – The founding of 
the Sorbonne (left bank – Cheaper rental 

properties)

Foreign & French students – Enhanced prestige for Paris



Christ’s crown of thorn offered to Paris by Louis IX (1239)







The Sainte-Chapelle (built in 7 years)
The crown of thorn transferred there 

in 1248



Paris: a rival to the papal city of Avignon





Each stained glass sends the 
same message: the king is the 
temporal & spiritual leader of 

his people



Palais de la Cité: the king’s residence and the centre of Paris







1356: King Jean II taken prisoner by the English – Paris requested to pay the ransom



Paris: an economic 
powerhouse as well as 

France’s capital

The rise of a powerful 
bourgeoisie

Growing opposition to the 
king



Etienne Marcel: Paris’ Provost of Merchants (Mayor)

The head of a reform movement aimed at instituting 
a controlled monarchy



The Great Ordinance of 1357 rejected by John II

The arming of the Parisian militia against the 
King’s authority

The king’s palace overwhelmed and the 
Dauphin (heir to the throne) threatened



Etienne Marcel saving the life of the Dauphin



The kings of France’s mistrust towards 
rebellious Paris



Philippe-Auguste (1180-1223)

Charles V (1364-1380: a new wall to protect a growing Paris)



The Louvre: a royal residence







Charles V: the construction of the Bastille
fortress





Vincennes: the king in safety outside Paris – Hunting 
grounds nearby



1515: François 1er, king of France
Renewed prosperity for Paris



A new monumental city hall (hôtel de ville) to 
emphasize the king’s power over Paris





Paris as capital of luxury goods (fashion)







Growing religious tensions
(Protestants vs. Catholics)

The Saint-Barthelemy massacre (August 1572)
5 000 to 10 000 victims





1594: Henri IV enters Paris – Policy 
of reconciliation



Henri IV (1589-1610): the 
need to rebuild & embellish 

Paris following the 
destructions of the religious 

wars

The first king of France to 
make the Louvre his main 

residence

The return to prosperity: 
500 000 inhabitants in 

Paris



Henri IV’s most ambitious project 
(“Great design”): to link the Louvre 

to the new Tuileries Palace

The Louvre to become the largest 
royal palace in the world

To transform Paris into a “second 
Rome” (to imitate Renaissance 

Rome)



Pont Neuf: the first Parisian bridge without 
houses – Large sideways



The Samaritaine water pump: to supply water to 
the king’s residence and the central 

neighborhoods 





Place des Vosges



Paris: a medieval city despite 
monumental projects

Narrow streets

Henri IV assassinated rue de 
la Ferronerie (1610)



Cardinal Richelieu (Palais-Royal)





The Fronde (1648-1653): a revolt against the 
royal power

Aristocracy, Paris Parliament (high court of 
justice) & people



The royal family forced to flee to St-Germain-en-laye



1652: Louis XIV enters Paris

Long lasting mistrust towards Paris 
and the Parisians

1671: Louis XIV’s last night in Paris



1682: the royal Court transferred to Versailles – Versailles (the political capital)



Louis XIV: Paris to become the most beautiful capital in Europe



Les Invalides

Louis XIV: only 20 times in Paris







Place des Victoires inaugurated in 1686



Place Vendôme (Louis-le-Grand)










